
New Book Release: "Thorns Have Roses" by
Ira David Welch

Exploring Resilience and Beauty in Life's

Challenges Through Thought-Provoking

Essays and Personal Stories. 

DENVER, COLORADO, UNITED STATES,

July 16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Writers Clique is thrilled to announce

the publication of "Thorns Have

Roses", a thought-provoking new book

by acclaimed author and educator Ira

David Welch. Through this collection of

essays and personal stories, Welch

delves into the complexities of life's

challenges and the inherent beauty

that can emerge from adversity.

In "Thorns Have Roses," Welch shares

insights from his extensive career in

education and counseling, exploring

themes such as resilience, the

transformative power of hardship, and

the deep, often hidden strengths that

adversity can reveal. Drawing on his experiences as a speaker, teacher, and community member,

Welch offers a compelling narrative that is both introspective and universally applicable.

This book is not only a testament to Welch's life work but also a guide for readers seeking to

understand and overcome their own trials. With chapters like "The Courage to Be Imperfect" and

"The Goldilocks Zone: The Inverted 'U' and the Secret to Contentment," Welch encourages a

reevaluation of personal struggles and triumphs, advocating for a balanced approach to life's

inevitable ups and downs.

Ira David  Welch, now a resident of Denver, reflects on his lengthy tenure in the classroom and

beyond, saying, "I've lived a long time now, and if there is anything like a law of nature, it is that

life comes with tragedy. Our ability to grow through what we go through can transform these

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://a.co/d/bqWKbq1
https://a.co/d/bqWKbq1


thorns into roses."

"Thorns Have Roses" is now available for purchase. Join Ira David Welch in exploring how the

thorniest paths can lead to the most blossoming gardens of life.

About the Author: 

Ira David Welch is a retired educator with over 40 years of experience teaching at various levels

from preschool to university. His passion for psychology and counseling has made him a beloved

figure among his students and colleagues. Welch continues to inspire through his writings and

public talks, emphasizing the importance of education and the resilience of the human spirit.  

Amazon: https://a.co/d/bqWKbq1

Website: https://writersclique.com

Ira David Welch

Writers Clique

Marketing@writersclique.com
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